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Application of phased-array algorithms to acoustic measurements in the vicinity of a high-

performance military aircraft yields equivalent source reconstructions over a range of engine condi-

tions. Beamforming techniques for aeroacoustics applications have undergone significant advances

over the past decade to account for difficulties that arise when traditional methods are applied to

distributed sources such as those found in jet noise. The hybrid method, an inverse method

approached via beamforming, is applied to jet noise measured along a 50 element, 30 m linear array

to obtain equivalent source distributions. The source distribution extent decreases with increasing

frequency or with a decrease in engine condition. A source coherence analysis along the axial

dimension of the jet plume reveals that the source coherence lengths scale inversely with increasing

engine condition. In addition, a method for extending the array bandwidth to frequencies beyond

the spatial Nyquist frequency limit is also implemented. A directivity analysis of the beamforming

results reveals that sources near the nozzle radiate to the sideline from a relatively stationary point

irrespective of frequency, while the noise source origin of downstream radiating noise varies signif-

icantly with frequency. VC 2019 Acoustical Society of America. https://doi.org/10.1121/1.5118239

[PBB] Pages: 665–680

I. INTRODUCTION

Acoustic imaging techniques use phased-arrays to pro-

vide a unique perspective to jet-noise-source characteriza-

tions. While computational fluid dynamics (CFD)1,2 and

particle image velocimetry (PIV)3 studies are useful to

model or measure the turbulence, difficulties exist in

attempting to relate the flow properties to the corresponding

acoustic radiation.4 Phased-array techniques, e.g., beam-

forming, instead rely on the acoustic radiation to estimate

the corresponding sources and thereby complement flow-

field investigations. Standard beamforming can localize the

jet noise sources, while more generalized methods—which

have ties to both beamforming and source identification

methods5,6—can estimate both the levels and coherence

properties of the resulting source distributions. Application

of generalized beamforming methods require additional con-

siderations due to the directive, extended, and partially cor-

related sources of the jet noise. Full-scale, tactical aircraft

noise characterization is desirable due to the myriad of diffi-

culties of scaling up laboratory-based models to real-world

fighter jet engines. In this paper, a hybrid method is applied

to measurements of jet noise from a tactical aircraft along a

linear uniform array. The results are used to estimate the

source distribution properties, including the coherence

characteristics.

A. Traditional beamforming and jet noise

Standard data-independent beamforming techniques

have had some success in estimating jet noise source proper-

ties.7–9 Phased-array methods are particularly useful in full-

scale applications, where the direct measurement of flow

parameters is difficult due to the heated, turbulent nature of

the flow field.9–11 Phased arrays capture the radiation for

full-scale jets, which consists primarily of contributions

from large- and fine-scale turbulent mixing noise12 as well

as other mechanisms such as broadband shock-associated

noise.13 While some studies have used more conventional

beamforming techniques to acoustically image these phe-

nomena,14 many have expanded upon the conventional

beamforming assumptions (i.e., incoherent monopoles or

well-separated coherent sources).5 Venkatesh et al.7 pro-

posed an integration beamforming method to account for the

distributed nature of the source but without explicitly incor-

porating source correlation. Schlinker et al.9 applied this

method using phased-array measurements from a ground-

based array of a supersonic tactical engine. The 30-element

3.9 m array measurements, positioned in the maximum radi-

ation region, were input into the beamforming method and

produced relatively consistent source estimates across fre-

quency in terms of peak location and extent. However, the

limited aperture prevented a more detailed perspective.

Brusniak et al.10 produced an extensive dataset with multiple

arrays—including a polar array, multiple parallel linear

arrays, and a multi-arm spiral—to measure jet noise sourcesa)Electronic mail: blaineharker@gmail.com
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at the nozzle exit and downstream of a full-scale commercial

grade engine. The linear arrays spanned about 27 m in length

and contained 181 microphones for a dense spacing near the

jet mixing noise. Using conventional beamforming, they

found that, while the polar array was useful for limited low-

frequency jet noise source estimates and for characterizing

the core and fan noise, the linear array was most appropriate

to estimate the turbulent mixing noise properties of full-scale,

tactical aircraft engine. Measurements from the two arrays

were compared for consistency, and conventional beamform-

ing results along the jet centerline were obtained. They found

that the use of 15 small subarrays and extreme array steering

angles potentially produced erroneous results when estimating

source component characteristics. However, because tradi-

tional beamforming methods process each acoustic source

independently, the assumptions may also have impaired the

source characterizations.

Much has been done in beamforming jet noise studies

using more traditional beamforming methods, but the investi-

gations are limited by the standard beamforming assumption

that the sources may be processed independently, i.e., that the

sources consist of a distribution of incoherent monopoles and/

or sufficiently separated coherent monopoles.5 Because jet

noise sources contain multiple components that are extended,

superimposed, and partially correlated in nature,3,15,16 stan-

dard beamforming results can produce misleading source

locations and levels.2,17 More advanced beamforming meth-

ods [e.g., the hybrid method (HM)18] extend capabilities com-

monly found in identification methods to solve the acoustic

sources together as a system.

In addition to the choice of beamforming method, the

measurement array geometry requires consideration. While

far-field measurements can be used as inputs to phased-array

methods, the results are significantly improved when the array

spans the source distribution and is placed in the geometric

near field.17,19 For instance, the source resolution (i.e., the

Rayleigh criterion17) approximately scales with the measure-

ment distance and as the inverse of the array length.20 In many

circumstances, linear arrays are used in lab-scale14 and full-

scale environments,21 both to span the jet noise source and to

feasibly capture the salient features of the jet noise.9,10,22 In

practical considerations, the relatively low element count and

the ability to span large jet noise sources make linear arrays

convenient for jet noise experiments. A linear uniform array is

utilized in this study to measure jet noise from a tactical air-

craft, which will be input to a hybrid beamforming method to

estimate the source distribution properties.

B. Advanced beamforming in jet noise

More advanced beamforming techniques applied to full-

scale jet noise measurements have provided increased

capabilities to characterize the acoustic source properties. The

aeroacoustics community has developed improved beamform-

ing methods that share many similarities with identification

methods6—such as near-field acoustical holography (NAH)23

and Helmholtz equation least squares (HELS)24—to solve for

acoustic sources as a system instead of independently.5

Dougherty and Mendoza11 applied near-field beamforming

and deconvolution techniques [i.e., the deconvolution

approach for the mapping of acoustic sources (DAMAS)25

and CLEAN for spatial source coherence (CLEAN-SC)26] to

engine and jet noise beamforming results using measurements

from a 100-ft-radius polar arc array near a Honeywell

Tech977 engine. They showed that the deconvolution

improves the beamforming results by providing high resolu-

tion images of the source levels as well as a reduction in side-

lobe levels. Michel and Funke22 developed the SODIX

method (source directivity modeling of the cross-spectral

matrix) to model full-scale jet engine noise that can be used

to spatially separate the contributions from the radiating sour-

ces (e.g., aft fan, core, and jet noise). They used linear array

measurements of a full-scale turbofan engine and applied

their method to successfully predict the far-field radiation

level contributions from each of the components. Fleury and

Davy27 used a combination of linear arrays and a derivative

method of DAMAS-C to map the jet noise acoustic sources

of a large-scale dual-core cold jet engine. They were able to

separate the turbulent mixing noise from nozzle exit noise

and shock-associated noise by comparing the properties of

the source cross-spectral matrix. In addition, Padois et al.28

tested the HM and briefly compared this with DAMAS and

CLEAN-SC on a full-scale aero-engine. When DAMAS was

applied in addition to this hybrid method, the iterative decon-

volution results converged more quickly and required fewer

iterations. The previous full-scale tactical aircraft noise stud-

ies have analyzed source level properties, although a limited

full-scale source coherence analysis has only recently been

performed.29 Furthermore, an in-depth characterization of the

source levels and coherence properties is lacking, particularly

for tactical engines. More sophisticated beamforming and

identification methods, described in Refs. 2, 5, and 6, can

potentially improve the source property estimates, which are

useful to better understand additional hypothesized source

mechanisms for heated supersonic jets.30–32

C. Overview

The focus of this paper is to develop an acoustic-imaging-

based equivalent source model containing source characteris-

tics of turbulent mixing noise from an installed tactical aircraft

engine by applying a near-field, coherence-based imaging

method to the noise measured on a linear microphone array in

the mid field of the jet. While similar in many respects to pre-

vious correlated source mapping techniques,33,34 the HM (Ref.

18) was found to outperform many similar advanced beam-

forming methods in Ref. 35 and is applied here to improve the

source localization and to estimate potential coherence across

the source distribution. In addition, the unwrapped-phase array

interpolation (UPAINT) method—recently developed for

interpolating levels and phase information along the measure-

ment array—is applied to suppress adverse grating lobe effects

and extend the usable frequency bandwidth beyond the spatial

Nyquist frequency.36,37 The HM-based source is used to com-

pare the predicted sound pressure levels with those measured

at various points in the mid field of the jet.

Further analyses of the HM results provide insight into

the source levels and coherence properties of the full-scale,
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tactical aircraft engine noise. The results consist of

frequency-dependent, complex, source cross-spectral matri-

ces (SCSMs),38 the phase of which provides estimates of the

directivity of the maximum source region.39 The SCSM also

provides a means to estimate the source self-coherence along

the source distribution. The SCSMs are compared across

three power conditions to show how source levels and coher-

ence properties vary. In addition, an analysis of the sideline

and downstream noise sources is performed to understand

the respective source levels and coherence properties corre-

sponding to large and fine-scale radiation structure spectra.40

When the sideline and downstream portions of the linear

array are processed separately with the HM, strong distinc-

tions of the SCSMs are manifested. Complementing source

level estimates with source coherence analyses better charac-

terize the full-scale jet noise radiation and thus can serve as

a benchmark for similar lab-scale and computational jet

noise studies.

II. METHODS

The large length scales of turbulent mixing noise from a

tactical engine produce partially correlated sound radiation,

thus requiring a partially correlated source model. Advanced

beamforming methods (with strong ties to identification

methods) have been developed that solve for the potential

sources simultaneously (see Ref. 35) and thus provide a

means of investigating and modeling source correlation fea-

tures. Examples of correlated and partially correlated noise

source mapping methods include DAMAS-C15 and deriva-

tives (that require fewer iterations),38 covariance matrix fit-

ting for correlated sources (CMF-C and MACS),34,41 the

SODIX method for modeling source directivity,22 LORE

modified for coherent sources,42 L1 generalized inverse

beamforming (L1-GIB)33 and its derivatives [e.g., GWIB

(Refs. 43, 44) and GINV (Ref. 17)], and more recently the

HM (Ref. 18). A more exhaustive review of the various

methods can be found in Refs. 2, 5, and 6. These methods

also provide information about the self-coherence along a

distributed source, which is useful to study the source com-

position, including its phase speed. The results can also be

used as an equivalent source model to predict the levels and

coherence properties of the radiation.

A previous numerical validation study35 compared a

subset of the aforementioned techniques, including cross

beamforming (a precursor to DAMAS),25 functional beam-

forming,45 HM, GINV, and MACS techniques. It was found

that all methods adequately estimated the source levels for

the scenarios tested. However, the HM showed the best over-

all performance in estimating the source levels and coher-

ence properties and has been selected as the method most

suitable for the current problem. In Sec. II A, the HM is

reviewed, followed by a summary of the UPAINT method’s

implementation in Sec. II B.

A. Review of hybrid method

Assuming m measurement points and s potential source

locations, the HM attempts to solve a least-squares minimi-

zation problem from

p ¼ G q; (1)

where the vector of known complex acoustic pressures, p,

for a given frequency, f , is ½m; 1� in size, and the vector of

unknown complex source strengths, q, is ½s; 1�. The source

strengths are volume velocities with units of m3=s. The

Green function matrix, G, is comprised of steering vectors

along the columns such that

G ¼ gi¼1 … gi¼s

� �
; (2)

and accounts for the free-field monopole propagation from

each source location to each measurement position. In Eq.

(2), each steering vector, gi, is comprised of steering ele-

ments from the potential source location, ~ri, to each mea-

surement location.

Many techniques are available to solve Eq. (1), but a

common method is to employ a Moore�Penrose pseudoin-

verse coupled with a regularization approach.18,46 Traditional

Tikhonov regularization improves the conditioning of GHG

by supplementing it with a penalization parameter, �2, along

the diagonal entries as

qTikhonov ¼ GHGþ �2Ið Þ�1
GHp; (3)

where I is the identity matrix and �2, the penalization param-

eter, is determined by various means, including the Morozov

discrepancy principle and generalized cross validation.23

However, the HM regularization is a modification beyond

standard Tikhonov regularization. In HM the penalization

parameter is added to a square weighting matrix, and the

solution to Eq. (1) then becomes

qHM ¼ GHGþ �2LHLð Þ�1
GHp; (4)

where L is a beamforming regularization matrix,

L�1 ¼ Diag

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
diag QCBFð Þ

p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kdiag QCBFð Þk1

p
 !

: (5)

In Eq. (5), the notation diagð�Þ takes the diagonal elements

of a matrix and Diagð�Þ forms a diagonal matrix of these ele-

ments, k � k1 is the infinity norm, and
ffiffi�p is applied element-

wise. The square matrix, QCBF, consists of cross-spectral

elements formed from the individual source strengths of a

conventional beamforming (CBF) solution. The CBF matrix

solution is

QCBF ¼ qCBFqH
CBF

¼ GH
SV p

� �
GH

SVp
� �H

¼ GH
SVppHGSV; (6)

where the steering vector matrix, GSV, is

GSV ¼
gi¼1

kgi¼1k
;…;

gi¼s

kgi¼1k

� �
; (7)

with k � k as the L2 norm.
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The use of L in the beamforming regularization matrix

[Eq. (5)] is an improvement to the standard regularization

process because the Green function matrix is weighted by

the CBF solution to add a priori information about the beam-

forming source locations to more selectively penalize the

source region instead of the source-independent approach of

classical Tikhonov regularization. This allows the noise

threshold to vary in space as a function of the precomputed

CBF levels so that regions where acoustic sources are absent

are more strongly regularized. In fact, the incorporation of

the beamforming results into L resembles the Lp norm for-

mulation in Ref. 33, although the current method does not

require iteratively reweighted least squares techniques to

solve. Incorporating Eq. (5) into Eq. (4) and simplifying

produces

~qHM ¼L�1 GHGþ �2I
� ��1

GHp; (8)

where G ¼ GL�1, and ~qHM is the estimated vector of (com-

plex) source strengths. Using Eq. (8), HM is developed such

that

QHM ¼ ~qHM~qH
HM ¼L�1b J GH

� �
C G JH
� �

b* L�1ð ÞH;
(9)

where C � hppHi is the cross-spectral matrix (CSM) derived

from the array pressures, p (with h�i denoting a time aver-

age), and

J ¼ GHGþ �2I
� ��1

: (10)

In Eq. (9), a scaling term, b, is included, where

b ¼ kGHGþ �2Ik; (11)

to compensate for the addition of regularization, which can

affect the accuracy of the overall levels.

The regularization parameter, v2, requires consideration

as it is responsible for smoothing values that approach the

noise levels contained in the measurement data. Padois

et al.18 conducted a regularization study using HM and

found that by setting �2 to be at least 5% of the largest eigen-

value of GHG, the sound source level converged to the cor-

rect levels, with the source levels being overestimated for

smaller regularization values. The 5% threshold was simi-

larly used in this study. This threshold corresponds to the

value for which eigenvalues of G that are below this thresh-

old are orders of magnitude lower (i.e., near the noise floor

of the measurement; see Ref. 35). For frequencies at or

below the array spatial Nyquist frequency of the array, this

recommendation was appropriate.

B. Review of UPAINT algorithm

The upper limit to the usable bandwidth for frequency-

domain phased-array processing is set according to the spatial

Nyquist frequency of a uniform input array. This is determined

by solving for the frequency at which the array interelement

spacing equals one-half wavelength. Phased-array results

above this limit introduce grating lobes, which are effectively

spatially aliased estimates of the source properties. Where

inverse and regularization methods are applied, these grating

lobes may interfere with the estimation process by redistribut-

ing energy from the true source estimate location to the grating

lobes, or vice versa. To ameliorate the source estimates, a

method was developed by Goates et al.36 to increase the fre-

quency bandwidth for the beamforming of broadband sources.

A summary of the method is presented here, and a detailed

description of the process is given in Ref. 36. This study repre-

sents the first application of the UPAINT method to jet noise

source analysis.

The UPAINT method effectively creates a higher-density

interpolated array to increase the spatial Nyquist frequency so

that grating lobes do not interfere with the beamforming esti-

mates. The idea of array interpolation and/or extrapolation is

not new.47 For example, a similar method, “Bayesian

focusing,”48 adds a priori information about the source charac-

teristics (including location) to better constrain a set of radia-

tion basis functions, which result from smoothly interpolating

across the array measurements. This results in a focused recon-

struction region and improves the source resolution (i.e., a

higher frequency reconstruction) beyond the spatial Nyquist.

However, it requires careful selection of the source dimensions

and region, in addition to rejecting noise associated with the

interpolation. The UPAINT process instead achieves this result

by operating on both the frequency-dependent cross-spectra,

Ci1;i2ðf Þ, of each microphone pair and the entire cross-spectral

matrix of each frequency. First, the cross-spectral phase,

Ui1;i2ðf Þ, is determined for each element of C, where

Ui1;i2 fð Þ ¼ arg Ci1;i2 fð Þ
� �

; (12)

and i1 and i2 correspond to two array elements. Next Ui1;i2ðf Þ
is unwrapped for each microphone pair to provide a smoothly

varying phase. This is done using a coherence-based unwrap-

ping procedure described in Ref. 49, which was implemented

previously on lab-scale rocket measurements for intensity-

based measurements.37 The resultant unwrapped phase matrix,
~Uðf Þ, contains the unwrapped phase of each array microphone

pair. Together, the magnitude matrix, jCðf Þj, and ~Uðf Þ form

the two components of the UPAINT cross-spectral matrix. The

separated the cross-spectral matrix components, jCðf Þj, and
~Uðf Þ, are smoothly varying and hence can be interpolated.

Both matrices are interpolated to the desired spatial locations

to increase the spatial Nyquist frequency of the array. The

interpolated components of jCðf Þj, and ~Uðf Þ are then com-

bined elementwise as

CUPi1 i2
fð Þ ¼ jCinterpi1 i2

fð Þj � exp j � ~Uinterpi1 i2
fð Þ�:

h
(13)

The matrix CUPðf Þ is then input into the HM algorithm as a

standard cross-spectral matrix; CUP is used in place of C in

Eq. (9) for the HM.

Because the array is interpolated—usually such that the

interelement spacing corresponds to a spatial Nyquist fre-

quency above the frequencies of interest—the HM results do

not contain grating lobes that can interfere with the source

668 J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 146 (1), July 2019 Harker et al.



estimates. However, special considerations are needed for

the regularization parameter for the HM. Above the spatial

Nyquist frequency of the array it was found that the 5%

eigenvalue threshold would overpredict the value at which

the eigenvalue drop occurred, thus leading to overregulariza-

tion. An attempt to more precisely determine the threshold

value was made by determining the critical eigenvalues of

G. For example, the threshold can be estimated by determin-

ing the last eigenvalue for which

jdkG=dxj > std abs dkG=dx
� �� �

=2; (14)

where dkG=dx takes the finite difference along, kG, which

are the eigenvalues of G (in descending order), and j � j and

stdð�Þ are the absolute value and standard deviation opera-

tors, respectively. Equation (14) was determined empirically

and—for frequencies at or below the array spatial Nyquist

frequency—produces �2 values that are approximately those

found using the recommendation of Padois et al. However,

above the array spatial Nyquist frequency, the �2 value is

more closely associated with the turning point at which the

eigenvalues of G begin to significantly deviate from the stan-

dard deviation value. While more robust methods for deter-

mining this threshold are available,48,50 Eq. (14) was

sufficient for the current study.

III. RESULTS

The HM and UPAINT methods described in Sec. II are

applied to noise measurements taken of a full-scale tactical

engine. The experimental setup is described in Sec. III A. In

Sec. III B, measurements from a ground-based linear array

are input to the HM to estimate equivalent source character-

istics with the engine operating at 100% (military power),

and the UPAINT method is applied for frequencies above

the spatial Nyquist frequency of the input array. The HM

results are validated by comparing separate measurements

taken about midway between the source and the linear array

with estimates from an HM-based equivalent source model.

In addition, an HM-based source cross-spectral matrix is cal-

culated to estimate the source properties, including the con-

vective phase-speed and the coherence properties across the

source. In Sec. III E, the measurement array is subdivided

into two components to identify the source levels and coher-

ence properties associated with sound radiating perpendicu-

lar to the jet centerline, as well as the source properties

related to the maximum radiation region. Finally, Sec. III F

provides an analysis of the HM results for two engine pow-

ers, including 25% and afterburner conditions, and the

results are compared to the 100% power condition reported

in Sec. III B. The goal of these analyses is to provide a more

complete profile of jet noise source properties and accompa-

nying radiation for full-scale tactical aircraft.

A. Experiment

Noise measurements were taken of an installed full-

scale tactical engine (see Fig. 1) that was run at three differ-

ent conditions, namely, intermediate [INTER; 25 6 3%

Engine Thrust Request (ETR)], military (MIL; 100.0 6 0.2%

ETR) and afterburner (AB; 150.0 6 0.2% ETR), while the

other engine on the tied-down aircraft was held at idle.

While a summary of the experiment is provided here, and a

detailed description can be found in Ref. 21, and the spectral

variation of the measured sound as a function of angle is

shown in Ref. 40. An array of 50 GRAS 6.35- and 3.18-mm

microphones was placed on the ground 11.6 m from the cen-

terline of the jet axis. As shown in Fig. 1, the ground array

spanned 30 m and the array element spacing was 0.61 m—

except for a small gap in the array towards the downstream

end. No effort was made to correct for this array gap (e.g.,

interpolate measurements at locations within the array gap)

due to the near-grazing incidence of the sources on the array

at that location (except as done using UPAINT above the

spatial Nyquist frequency). A separate two-dimensional

scanning array—consisting of 90 microphones in a 5� 18

element pattern and uniformly spaced with a 15.2 cm inter-

element spacing—was used for ten nonsynchronous mea-

surements at array locations parallel to the jet shear layer

and marked by the triangles in Fig. 1. A subset of 18 array

elements (i.e., a single row from the scanning array) were

extracted from each of the ten scan locations, forming an

equivalent one-dimensional array 0.38 m above the ground

and parallel to the shear layer. These measurements are

cumulatively referred to as the scan line. For each of the

nonsynchronous scanning array measurements, measure-

ments were also taken at the ground array.

The ground array measurements were processed to

obtain the cross spectral calculations for the HM algorithm.

Each 30 s measurement had either a 48 or 96 kHz sampling

rate, depending on the engine condition tested, and each

resultant waveform was divided into time-waveform blocks

of 16 384 samples each with 50% overlap. Due to the low

variation of the statistics from measurement to measurement

(see Fig. 8 of Ref. 21), the ten ground array measurements

that were taken while the scanning array was moved were

appended to form a single 300 s measurement. A Fourier

FIG. 1. (Color online) Schematic of the experimental setup. A ground-based

array of 50 microphones is shown with blue dots and the 18-element scan-

ning array was moved to locations marked by red triangles. Inlet angles are

measured relative to the microphone array reference point (MARP) indi-

cated by the green x.
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transform was applied after each block was filtered by a

Hann window, and cross-spectral calculations were averaged

over the blocks to obtain cross-spectral density elements.

These elements form a cross spectral matrix, C, for each fre-

quency at the ground array measurements to serve as inputs

to the HM. Whereas some studies apply a diagonal deletion

to C to reduce microphone self-noise,51 particularly for cases

when flow noise is present, this deletion was not applied

here as the source measurement levels were on the order of

at least 30 dB higher than background and flow noise levels.

One-third octave (OTO) band levels of the measure-

ments at the ground-based measurement array are displayed

in Fig. 2 for three engine conditions. In each case, the maxi-

mum radiation region varies with frequency and shifts

upstream—towards the sideline—with increasing frequency.

The maximum radiation region at INTER is primarily

located far downstream at 100 Hz and does not seem to be

fully captured by the array, although the peak levels at

400 Hz are at a position of about z ¼ 8 m. At MIL, the peak

levels are about 30 dB higher than INTER, and two distinct

radiation lobes are present in the ground array data, centered

at z ¼ 20 m and 125 Hz and z ¼ 12:5 m and 500 Hz, respec-

tively. These radiation lobes extend many meters spatially as

well as across multiple one-third octave bands. These multi-

ple lobes have been observed in other full-scale studies as

well, including from far-field acoustical noise measurements

collected from installed engines on the F-35 (Ref. 52) and

the F-18.53 At AB in Fig. 2(c), the results are like the MIL

spectra, except that the levels are about 4–6 dB higher over-

all, and the peak level locations are farther upstream, along

the array. The primary lobe is shifted upstream to about z ¼
17.5 m. Evidence of multiple lobes—including a possible

third lobe at z ¼ 10 m and 500 Hz—is present, located about

2 m farther upstream compared to the lobes at MIL. The ori-

gins of these multilobe features are under investigation. It

has been hypothesized that they are the result of broadband

shock-associated noise due to shock cells interacting with

turbulence structures,54–56 and the effect of high tempera-

tures to separate Mach wave and large-scale structure radia-

tion.31 In addition, both MIL and AB spectra contain a peak

in the spectra at z ¼ �2 m and 800 Hz, and similar features

have been associated to broadband shock-associated noise.29

In Sec. III B, the MIL CSM is the HM input and resulting

source distributions are shown. Results for the INTER and

AB cases are considered in Sec. III F.

A comparison of the noise at the different tactical

engine conditions with laboratory-scale jets was provided in

Ref. 29 and includes jet noise classifications based on maxi-

mum radiation angle, the scaling of peak Strouhal number

according to the maximum radiation direction, and geomet-

ric scaling based on nozzle diameter. It was found that for

the INTER engine condition the overall radiation angle of

approximately 150� suggests the jet noise acts similar to con-

vectively subsonic laboratory-scale jet. For the AB case,

however, the maximum radiation angle is approximately

125�, indicating a convective Mach number of approxi-

mately 1.7–1.8. They also found that for prior supersonic

engine tests by Greska57 and by Schlinker et al.,9 the peak

Strouhol number is 0.15–0.30. These findings suggest that,

for the present study, an appropriate frequency-to-Strouhol

number scaling is about 1:2 � 10�3Hz�1. These results cor-

roborate similar findings for heated supersonic jet measure-

ments that approach settings found in typical full-scale

tactical jet measurements.57–62

B. Beamforming at military power

The CSM at MIL engine power—corresponding to the

OTO levels shown in Fig. 2(b)—are used as inputs for the HM

to yield estimated source levels as a function of frequency.

FIG. 2. (Color online) One-third octave band levels at (a) INTER, (b) MIL, and (c) AB engine condition along the ground-based measurement array.
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The resulting source distributions are shown in Fig. 3(a), across

the axis of the jet centerline (shown as a black solid line in Fig.

1) at the nozzle height of 1.9 m. The distribution is discretized

at 10 cm intervals for all HM results, and the OTO center-band

results were obtained by summing over appropriate 5.9 Hz nar-

rowband values. Colored areas and black contour lines repre-

sent the source strength densities (i.e., a spatial density), while

the white contour lines represent equal-level contours relative

to the peak level at each frequency. The source strength densi-

ties, qHM �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
diagðQHMÞ

p
, are absolute level estimates having

units of a volume velocity per unit meter (along the jet center-

line), and they are shown in dB using an arbitrary reference of

10�3 m3=s. As seen in lab-scale and full-scale beamforming

measurements,11,14,19 as well as for acoustical holography55

and vector-intensity-based source estimates,63 the source distri-

bution shifts upstream and the extent of the source diminishes

with increasing frequency. These effects are best visualized

using the white 3 dB-down contour lines in Fig. 3(a).

The measurement array used in this study has a spatial

Nyquist frequency at about 280 Hz, due to the 0.61 m inter-

element spacing, and grating lobes begin to interfere with

the source estimates above this frequency. To increase the

usable bandwidth of the measurement array for beamforming

studies, UPAINT processing was applied in Fig. 3(b) to all

frequencies above the spatial Nyquist frequency (>280 Hz).

While the UPAINT algorithm removed grating lobes for fre-

quencies above 550 Hz, it is believed that substantial noise

within C strongly affected the UPAINT algorithm for a band

of frequencies between 280 and 550 Hz so as to fail to

remove the grating lobes. Therefore, a supplemental spatial

unwrapping of the phase of C was necessary to remove

additional artifacts. As shown in Fig. 3(b), the additional

spatial unwrapping seems to improve the results.

The HM and UPAINT-HM results— qHM and qU�HM,

respectively—are shown alongside each other in Fig. 3.

Without UPAINT, grating lobes appear in qHM results above

about 400 Hz and progress towards the main lobe with

increasing frequency. In addition, the source levels decline

with increasing frequency, and it is likely that the HM algo-

rithm distributes the energy of the main lobe to the addi-

tional grating lobes. The normalized contour lines (overlain

in white) show the source extent as a function of level, rela-

tive to the peak level. For example, the white 6 dB down

contour lines show that without UPAINT the grating lobes

significantly affect the main source distribution above

1000 Hz. In addition, the source contracts significantly past

the spatial Nyquist frequency.

With UPAINT and the additional spatial unwrapping

applied at select frequencies, the grating lobes effects in the

HM results are not present in the UPAINT-HM source esti-

mates. The source extent and location of qU�HM results,

measured using the normalized 6-dB down contour lines, are

qualitatively similar to the qHM results, although some dif-

ferences do exist. For example, as measured using the 6 dB

contour lines, the frequency-dependent source extents of the

qU�HM are slightly larger than those of qHM—e.g., the

qU�HM extent at 800 Hz is about 7.5 m compared to the cor-

responding qHM extent of 5.5 m. Further study is necessary

to definitively quantify the source extent above the spatial

Nyquist frequency as the qHM source extent may be con-

tracted due to aliasing while the UPAINT process may be

enlarging the qU�HM source extent slightly. However, because

FIG. 3. (Color online) Source strength density, qHM, via (a) HM and (b) UPAINT-HM along the jet centerline using ground-array measurements of tactical air-

craft noise at MIL engine condition. The colors and black contour lines indicate absolute levels, and the white contour lines indicate the levels relative to the

maximum level of each one-third octave band.
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the UPAINT-HM results remove the extraneous grating lobes,

the UPAINT-HM results can be used as an equivalent source

model (ESM) above the spatial Nyquist frequency to provide

estimates of the sound field. This predictive capability is used

here to substantiate the source model.

These results can be compared to the limited full-scale

jet noise phased-array source characterizations in the litera-

ture. Schlinker et al.9 showed beamforming source estimates

of an uninstalled, full-scale, tactical aircraft engine using

measurements taken in the maximum radiation direction

with a compact 3.9 m ground-based array. They applied the

integration beamforming approach of Ventakesh et al.7 and

found the maximum source location when the engine oper-

ated at AB is centered approximately 4–6 nozzle diameters

(DÞ downstream for frequencies between 250 and 400 Hz.

Using an approximate nozzle diameter of 0.6 m (see Ref.

29), the maximum source locations, based on the results in

Fig. 3 for this installed, full-scale, tactical aircraft engine

operating at MIL, are centered between 6 and 8 D, which is

slightly farther downstream than found by Schlinker et al. In

addition, a primary and secondary lobe are visible in the

source estimates, similar to the features seen in the spectral

levels at the ground array [see Fig. 2(b)]. The primary lobe

in Fig. 3(b) peaks at 8 m at 100 Hz, and the secondary lobe

peaks at about 5 m at 250 Hz. The source extent greatly con-

tracts and shifts upstream between these two features.

C. Equivalent source model validation

A validation of the UPAINT-HM results is performed by

treating the HM-based source results, QHM, as an ESM to

generate a predicted sound field using a Rayleigh integration.

Here, the ESM for MIL has been used to predict the sound

pressure level as a function of frequency along the scan line in

Fig. 1. It should be stressed that the scan line measurements

are not used as phased-array inputs and therefore serve as an

independent verification for the HM-UPAINT-based ESM.

The spectral levels along the scan line are shown in Fig. 4(a).

Because the scan line measurements were taken at a height of

0.38 m above a concrete surface, an interference null is pre-

sent. The null begins at 700 Hz at z¼ 2 m and shifts up in fre-

quency to about 2000 Hz and z ¼ 17 m. To account for the

ground reflection in the HM-based ESM, an image source of

the ESM is created at a height, y¼�1.9 m, and the HM

results, QHM, are reduced by a factor of two to account for

pressure doubling at the ground surface.

The ESM-predicted levels along the scan line are shown

in Fig. 4(b), and the error between the measured and pre-

dicted spectral levels is provided in Fig. 4(c). There is good

agreement between the measured and predicted levels over-

all, particularly for frequencies between 100 and 500 Hz

where errors are mostly less than 2 dB. Under 100 Hz, the

predicted levels underestimate measured levels by about

2 dB. In addition, the predicted levels have significantly

deeper interference nulls, as indicated by the large errors

above 500 Hz that in some cases exceed 10 dB. Because the

ESM and its image are line source distributions, they do not

adequately represent the more complex sound radiation cre-

ated by a volume source and its interference with a hard sur-

face. This underprediction of the levels in an interference

null is also observed in near-field acoustical holography

results, and Leete et al.64 observed low correlation between

FIG. 4. (Color online) (a) One-third octave band level measurements at scan line at MIL engine condition, (b) predicted levels from HM-based equivalent

source model, and (c) the difference between the predicted and measured levels.
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destructive and constructive interference regions of such

measurements. Overall, the predicted levels agree with those

measured closer to the centerline, and at an elevated height,

thus, providing a measure of validation to the HM results.

D. Source model phase and coherence estimates

Looking beyond strictly level-based results, the HM

results, QHM, are a source cross spectral matrix (SCSM) that

can lend insights into phase of the equivalent acoustic source.

To provide examples, the unwrapped phase, referenced to the

peak source level location, is shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) for

100 and 200 Hz for MIL power. The slope of the unwrapped

phase can be related to the convective phase speed—and con-

sequently the radiation directivity—of an equivalent propagat-

ing wave across the source distribution. Thus, the radiation

directivity can be approximated from the slope of the

unwrapped phase. At 100 Hz [Fig. 5(a)], the unwrapped phase

is matched by a reference line (dashed black line) that has a

�1.28 rad/m slope, corresponding to a plane wave propagating

with a directivity of 135�, measured relative to the engine inlet

in Fig. 1. The slope of this line closely resembles the phase of

the HM results between about 0 m � z � 15 m, coinciding

well with the peak source levels [Fig. 3(b)]—the top 15 dB of

which is overlaid on Fig. 5(a) for convenience. A similar anal-

ysis at 200 Hz [Fig. 5(b)] shows that a reference line with a

slope of �2.07 rad/m matches the phase of the HM source dis-

tribution near the peak level location, corresponding to a direc-

tivity of 125�. The slope of the phase, however, only matches

the reference line across the top 3 dB of the source region.

Outside of this region, the phase is steeper for z < 2 m and

more gradual for 8 m <z < 15 m. Thus, at 200 Hz the radiation

is not as unidirectional as at 100 Hz, which is confirmed by the

additional spectral features (e.g., multilobe radiation40) in the

ground-based array measurements. Additionally, the phase

speed changes erroneously for z > 15 m, where source levels

are 15 dB below the peak level, likely a processing artifact of

a noise-dominated unwrapping process.

These examples show that the SCSM can be used to

estimate the prominent radiation directivity at which the HM

results would radiate if treated as an equivalent source. An

estimate of the SCSM angle directivity as a function of fre-

quency is given in Fig. 5(c); the estimated directivity was

calculated as in the examples of 100 and 200 Hz by matching

the slope of the SCSM phase in the vicinity (i.e., 60:2 m) of

the peak source level locations. The plotted directivity is pri-

marily 135� for frequencies up to 125 Hz followed by a rapid

transition to a 125� directivity at 200 Hz and a gradual shift

to about 120� at 1000 Hz. The trends agree with the peak

spectral level locations in Fig. 2(b), which are relatively

fixed up to 125 Hz before transitioning rapidly upstream at

about 160 Hz and then which gradually shift slightly farther

upstream with frequency above 200 Hz.

The frequency-dependent spatial variation in levels

(qHM) and examples of the relative phase across the ESM

can reproduce measured levels and match directivity but

have not described the source self-coherence. Source self-

coherence identifies the nature of the source as a coherent,

partially coherent or incoherent distribution. Source self-

coherence can be calculated by normalizing off-diagonal ele-

ments of the SCSM by the corresponding diagonal elements,

and estimates are shown in Figs. 6(a)–6(c) for frequencies of

100, 200, and 500 Hz. The corresponding qHM values are

shown in Figs. 6(d)–6(f). In each case, dashed lines are over-

laid on the coherence plot and HM source levels plot to

show the point at which the source levels are 12 dB down

from the maximum level at that frequency. The dashed-line

box helps to separate coherence results where the levels are

high from those elements of the SCSM that may be contami-

nated by noise; the 12 dB threshold level was empirically

selected. As shown in Fig. 6(a), the source coherence at

100 Hz has values 	0:5 over a spatial region that extends

at least 4 m in either direction from the peak level location,

z 
 8 m. This region of high coherence encompasses over

50% of the top 12 dB of the source distribution, characteristic

FIG. 5. (Color online) Hybrid method results, qHM, (triangles) at (a) 100 Hz

and (b) 200 Hz at MIL engine condition and the unwrapped phase of the

source calculated relative to the maximum source level location (plus signs)

and a reference line (dashed) corresponding to the directivity indicated in

the legend. (c) Directivity angle (relative to the engine inlet) estimated from

the slope of the unwrapped phase in the vicinity of the peak source levels as

a function of frequency.
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of a highly self-coherent source with salient features that can

be described using relatively few independent sources. Even

though the extent of the source distribution, as defined by the

12 dB down lines, range about 15, 12, and 9 m for each respec-

tive frequency, at 200 and 500 Hz, the coherence decays more

quickly across the source than at 100 Hz. Because low coher-

ence across a source distribution is indicative of multiple inde-

pendent sources, multiple incoherent or partially coherent

sources are required in a source model to produce source prop-

erties consistent with the results shown here, particularly above

200 Hz.

To more readily quantify source coherence properties

across a wide frequency range, a coherence length, Lc2 , is

defined. The source Lc2 is the smallest spatial distance, mea-

sured for each reference location, to a point where coherence

drops below 0.5 and provides a convenient way to express

coherence properties over a range of frequencies and spatial

reference locations. The coherence lengths are displayed in

Fig. 7 for reference locations within the top 12 dB of the

frequency-dependent HM source levels, shown by the dashed

line. The source coherence lengths vary significantly as a func-

tion of frequency, particularly for frequencies below 200 Hz.

In addition, some frequencies exhibit spatial variation in Lc2

across the source extent. For example, the Lc2 values between

70 and 200 Hz increase around z ¼ 13 m before decreasing

farther downstream. The location of this peak in Lc2 is about

4 m farther downstream than the maximum source level loca-

tions for frequencies below 125 Hz in Fig. 3, and even farther

away from the respective maxima for frequencies above

125 Hz. This local peak in Lc2 may indicate a source that is

spatially separated from other sources that are present in the

maximum source level region, as the increased Lc2 values gen-

erally do not extend past the maximum source level locations.

A comparison of the source extents and coherence

lengths provide insights into the nature of the sources. For

example, a single distributed, coherent source has Lc2 values

at least as large as the source size, in the absence of noise. If

multiple independent, distributed sources are present and

overlapping, the Lc2 values decrease according to the relative

source strengths. Thus, the limited Lc2 values within the

source region in Fig. 7 signify that multiple uncorrelated or

partially correlated sources comprise the jet noise source.

Knowledge of the spatiospectral variation in Lc2 across the

source extent provides increased understanding nature of the

jet noise sources and is useful in designing ESMs to more

accurately model these features.

FIG. 6. (Color online) HM-based source coherence and corresponding levels for (a) 100 Hz, (b) 200 Hz, and (c) 500 Hz at MIL engine condition. The dashed

box indicates the spatial region with source levels within 12 dB of the maximum at each frequency.

FIG. 7. (Color online) Source Lc2 values calculated from the SCSM, for

locations with source strength densities within 12 dB of the maximum at

each frequency, obtained from UPAINT-HM applied to the full ground array

at MIL engine condition.
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E. Subarray beamforming analysis

The prior results utilized the entire measurement aper-

ture (30 m) as input to the HM to find a corresponding ESM.

Because there is high variability in the jet noise field, includ-

ing regions dominated by mixing-noise radiation,16,60,63 a

decomposition of the noise using subarrays may yield unique

source properties and insights in terms of acoustic source

levels and coherence lengths. In one full-scale measurement

example, Neilsen et al.40 characterized tactical jet mixing

noise using fine- and large-scale similarity (FSS and LSS)

spectra derived using the two-source theory of jet mixing

noise. They found that at MIL engine condition, FSS spectra

represent the dominant radiation features for directivities up

to about 100� (z ¼ 7:5 m) and LSS spectra represent the

dominant radiation levels farther downstream. Building

upon these distinctions, the goal of this section is to charac-

terize the differences in equivalent sources associated with

the regions assigned to large- and fine-scale radiation, both

in terms of levels and source coherence properties.

The measurement array is subdivided into two parts,

consisting of the first 20 elements to the sideline of the jet

(�3.0 m <z < 8.5 m) and the remaining 30 elements located

farther downstream (9.1 m<z < 27.7 m). The z ¼ 8:5 m divi-

sion point roughly corresponds to the location of lowest Lc2

of the sound field measured along the array at INT and AB,

as shown in Fig. 12 in Ref. 29. The low field Lc2 values at

this point indicate a possible transition point between the

dominant radiation of two or more independent sources of

similar strength, confirming the transition region found by

Neilsen et al.40 where the measured spectral shapes change

from agreeing with the FSS spectra to that of the LSS.

The complex spectra from each subarray are input sepa-

rately to the UPAINT-HM method to estimate the source prop-

erties, and the resulting frequency-dependent source levels,

qU�HM, are displayed in Fig. 8. The HM results of the sideline

subarray (z � 8:5 m) in Fig. 8(a) show a source that remains

nearly stationary, with the maximum source location moving

from 2.8 m at 100 Hz to 2.0 m at 800 Hz. The source extent

gradually contracts in size with increasing frequency from

about 6.1 m at 100 Hz to about 3.3 m at 800 Hz, as measured

using the contours 3 dB down from the peak level. In contrast,

the maximum source location using the downstream subarray

measurements in Fig. 8(b) varies much more with frequency

(8.5 m at 100 Hz to 4.9 m at 800 Hz), while the source extent

remains nearly constant [although the source extent may be

slightly enlarged due to the UPAINT processing above 280 Hz

(see Sec. III B)]. In addition, the source extent and peak loca-

tion undergoes a sharp transition at 100–200 Hz similar to the

one seen in Fig. 3 where the extent contracts by 1.2 m and the

peak level location shifts upstream by 3.3 m. A grating lobe

also exists at 500 Hz, around z ¼ 20 m, which was not entirely

removed in the UPAINT process and which slightly modifies

the results.

Comparisons with spectral and intensity analyses per-

formed on the same dataset provide insight into the differences

in the subarray results. Neilsen et al.40 showed that while the

fine-scale spectral radiation levels are highest between 500 and

3000 Hz and do not strongly vary as a function of radiation

angle, the large-scale similarity spectral levels peak in value

between 100–500 Hz and are most prominent at directivities of

110�–140� (z ¼ 10–20 m along the measurement array). These

trends are confirmed by the dominance of the downstream-

subarray source levels for frequencies below 500 Hz [Fig. 8(b)]

and the relatively larger role of the sideline-subarray source

above 500 Hz [Fig. 8(a)]. This trend is also observed by Stout

et al.63 who used acoustic vector intensity measurements to

show that above 500 Hz the angular span of the peak acoustic

intensity vectors increases significantly, i.e., the sound radiation

is more omnidirectional. This change to a more omnidirectional

source as frequency increases can be explained by the relative

amplitude gain of the sideline subarray source strengths with

respect to the downstream subarray source strengths.

FIG. 8. (Color online) Source strength density, qU�HM, using subarrays of

(a) microphones 1� 20 [z � 8:5 m; sideline] and (b) microphones 21–50

[z > 8:5 m; downstream] using ground-array measurements of tactical air-

craft noise at MIL engine condition. Similar to Fig. 3(b).
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Using the SCSM from HM applied to the two subarrays,

the source Lc2 values are calculated from the source coher-

ence (as in Fig. 7). The sideline-derived Lc2 in Fig. 9(a) are

about 2 m at 100 Hz, about 1 m at 200 Hz, and much less

than 1 m at 500 Hz. The downstream-derived Lc2 in Fig. 9(b)

are generally more than double those from the sideline sub-

array [Fig. 9(a)] at a given frequency. The differences of the

Lc2 values collected from the arrays are even more pro-

nounced below 100 Hz. These results show that the Lc2 are

low for the sideline-subarray source estimates, even for fre-

quencies below 100 Hz, relative to the downstream-subarray

source Lc2 values.

The source coherence analysis provides insights into the

differences of the subarray source estimates beyond the

level-based findings. The relatively low source Lc2 values

from the sideline-based source relative to those from the

downstream-based source indicate that the downstream-

radiating sources are much more spatially distributed and

correlated compared to the sideline radiation. The source

level and coherence results suggest that the sideline subarray

characterizes more omnidirectional, less coherent sources

whereas the downstream subarray extracted source is com-

prised of more distributed and correlated sources with radia-

tion directive towards high aft angles, in support of a two-

source jet noise model interpretation.16

F. Engine condition analysis

The preceding analyses were for the military aircraft

engine operating MIL power. In this section, the HM is

applied to the full ground array for two additional engine

conditions, namely, intermediate (INTER) and afterburner

(AB; 150% ETR), to understand the engine-specific source

level and coherence characteristics. The source estimates are

calculated for INTER and AB engine conditions using

UPAINT-HM, and the resulting source strength densities,

qU�HM, are shown in Fig. 10. At INTER, the source distribu-

tion is closer to the origin and the extent is smaller as com-

pared to the MIL HM source estimates in Fig. 3(b). The

maximum source levels at INTER occur between 100 and

200 Hz, and although there is a large shift in the peak loca-

tion in this region, the dip in level between the two frequen-

cies is not obvious. In contrast, the frequency-dependent

source extents at AB condition are generally larger and

located farther downstream of the nozzle exit. Two distinct

maxima appear in the source strengths, and a transition

region around 200 Hz is evident. The trends support the anal-

ysis by Stout et al.,63 who estimated the source distribution

location using ray-traces of vector intensity measurements

and found that the AB source distribution was located about

1 m farther downstream and was 1 m smaller in extent than

the MIL source distribution. They also observed a transition

region at about 200 Hz where the maximum source region

shifted upstream by 3–4 m from 100 to 300 Hz in both

engine cases.

In addition to the intensity analysis results of Stout

et al., Wall et al.55 used multisource, statistically optimized

near-field acoustical holography (M-SONAH) to estimate

the pressure levels at the source distribution for INTER,

MIL, and AB conditions. A comparison of the UPAINT-HM

method and M-SONAH results is shown in Table I. The

holography results used nonsynchronous measurements in a

patch-and-scan technique at the scan line, stitched together

into partial fields using ground array measurements as a ref-

erence.21,65 This provided a 153 element array with 0.30 m

interelement spacing. The HM results used the 50-element

ground array measurements, with 0.61 m interelement spac-

ing, as input. Because the holography results were given as

pressure estimates along the engine nozzle lip line (�0.3 m

from the jet centerline), a Rayleigh integration of the HM

results was performed to predict the lip-line pressures. The

peak location and extent of the top 3 dB of the estimated

pressure distributions are provided for each engine condi-

tion. Both methods generally show that the peak location

FIG. 9. (Color online) Source Lc2 values calculated from the SCSM obtained

from UPAINT-HM applied to subarrays of (a) microphones 1� 20

[z � 8:5 m; sideline] and (b) microphones 21� 50 [z > 8:5 m; downstream]

at MIL engine condition. Similar to Fig. 7.
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moves downstream and the source extent enlarges with

increasing engine condition. The peak locations and source

level distributions of the two methods are within 1.0 m for

the three frequencies shown, apart from the peak level loca-

tion at INTER at 100 Hz where the results deviate by nearly

4 m. However, the holography results in this case show

higher variation of the peak level location (e.g., below

100 Hz), suggesting that the source distribution levels near

the peak location roll off more gently at these frequencies. In

addition, the holography reconstructions were truncated

according to the uncertainty, particularly for the INTER con-

dition, and a lower bound on the width is given.

Additional analyses of the HM results as a function of

engine conditions are provided in Fig. 11, where the Lc2 val-

ues are shown for the INTER and AB conditions. In Fig.

11(a), the INTER Lc2 values below 200 Hz show more

TABLE I. Comparison of source estimates between engine conditions for

the peak location and spatial aperture (width) over which the pressure distri-

butions along the nozzle lip line from UPAINT-HM and the M-SONAH out-

put (from Ref. 55) is within 3 dB of the maximum. Results are in meters.

100 Hz 200 Hz 500 Hz

Engine condition Peak 3 dB Width Peak 3 dB Width Peak 3 dB Width

UPAINT-HM

INTER 6.4 7.0 3.1 3.6 1.9 2.0

MIL (100% ETR) 8.7 7.0 5.4 4.1 3.9 5.1

AB (150% ETR) 8.7 6.3 6.5 5.8 4.7 5.9

M-SONAH

INTER 2.5 >5.5 2.0 3.0 1.5 >2.2

MIL (100% ETR) 7.3 7.4 5.0 4.9 3.0 4.0

AB (150% ETR) 8.2 8.2 6.0 5.8 4.9 5.0

FIG. 10. (Color online) Source strength density, qU�HM, using the full ground

array at (a) INTER and (b) AB engine conditions. Similar to Fig. 3(b).

FIG. 11. (Color online) Source Lc2 values for (a) INTER and (b) AB engine

conditions from the SCSM obtained from UPAINT-HM applied to the full

ground array. Similar to Fig. 7.
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variation as a function of reference position compared to

those of MIL in Fig. 7 or AB in Fig. 11(b), including a dip in

the Lc2 results to <2 m at 100 Hz and about z ¼ 3 m. The Lc2

values at INTER farther downstream are much higher, with

values approaching 6 m at 100 Hz. At AB, the Lc2 results

show less variation as a function of reference position.

Interestingly, the AB Lc2 values are generally less than those

at MIL. Furthermore, the INTER Lc2 values are slightly

larger than those at MIL for centerline positions of z > 10

m, although the opposite is true for z < 10 m. While the low

Lc2 values at INTER for z< 10 m is likely due to the stronger

relative contribution of FSS related noise, the high Lc2 values

for both INTER and MIL conditions at z ¼ 12–13 m suggest

a similar mechanism that is responsible for the large values.

Finally, Lc2 values greater than 8 m are present in the MIL

(and AB) results between 50–60 Hz regardless of the refer-

ence location. The large Lc2 below 60 Hz at both MIL and

AB suggest that a primary, distributed source radiates at lev-

els well above any additional potential contributors at this

frequency.

IV. CONCLUSION

Phased-array methods have been successfully applied to

measurements of full-scale tactical aircraft engine noise at

multiple operating conditions using a mid-field, linear mea-

surement array. The HM was selected from results of a

numerical study of a distributed-source model performed in

Ref. 35; the robust nature of the HM produced source esti-

mates that varied smoothly with frequency. In addition, the

unwrapped-phase array interpolation (UPAINT) method has

been added to the HM processing to increase the bandwidth

of the results. The UPAINT algorithm interpolates across the

measurement levels and phase values to artificially increase

the perceived array measurement density and, thus, remove

negative effects caused by grating lobes. When applied in

conjunction with the HM, the frequency bandwidth of rea-

sonable source level estimates has been extended to approxi-

mately seven times the array spatial Nyquist frequency, by

significantly reducing the adverse effects of grating lobes.

The HM source distribution at military engine condition

(MIL) has been used to estimate the source self-coherence. At

100 Hz, the source has been shown to be highly self-coherent,

while at 200 and 500 Hz, the source coherence confirms that

multiple independent sources are required to adequately model

the source at this frequency. These results have been shown in

terms of coherence lengths (Lc2Þ to more efficiently represent

the data. The phase speed has also been estimated using the

HM-based source estimates, which can be used to determine

the primary directivity of the source, and results corroborate

similar acoustic vector intensity-based studies.63

In addition, the jet noise source has been further investi-

gated by applying UPAINT-HM separately to two subarrays

selected to separate the sideline radiation from radiation

located farther downstream. The source estimated using the

sideline subarray is centered at about 2.5 m and does not sig-

nificantly vary with increasing frequency. However, the

source estimated using the downstream subarray varies sig-

nificantly in location and extent with frequency, and

accounts for most of the overall source levels obtained using

the full array. The HM-based source levels from the sideline

subarray peak at about 500 Hz, and the relative amplitude of

this source increases with respect to that of the downstream

subarray as frequency increases. These findings suggest that

the source estimated by the upstream subarray characterizes

an omnidirectional-type source whereas the downstream

subarray source is much more directive towards high radia-

tion angles. In addition, an analysis of the coherence proper-

ties resulting from the two subarrays has revealed that the

downstream-based source coherence lengths are approxi-

mately double the values of the sideline-derived source for a

given frequency. The level and coherence results point to

omnidirectional sideline radiation, which is derived of multi-

ple independent sources. In contrast, the downstream radia-

tion is much more directed and generated with higher

amplitude sources that are more self-coherent. These find-

ings are consistent with a two-source jet noise model.16

Finally, source estimates have been calculated along the

jet centerline for three engine conditions ranging from inter-

mediate (INTER) to full afterburner (AB). The source extent

and peak level locations were compared with source charac-

terizations using near-field acoustical holography and vector

intensity methods. A comparison of the nozzle lip line pres-

sure estimates from the UPAINT-HM results and the holog-

raphy reconstructions has shown that the estimated peak

source locations and extents were mostly within 1 m for the

frequency cases tested at all engine conditions. A coherence

analysis has revealed that the coherence lengths at AB are

generally less than those at MIL for a given frequency as

well as for INTER towards the jet nozzle. Thus, additional

partially correlated sources are required to adequately model

higher engine conditions. However, the INTER and MIL Lc2

values were distinctly higher for distances greater than 12 m

from the nozzle. This finding indicates the preeminence of a

source distribution in this region that exists for both engine

conditions.

This work has developed a one-dimensional, source

characterization of a full-scale jet noise source. The

UPAINT-HM results have provided a complex source cross

spectral matrix that, when considered as an equivalent source

model, constitute a full-order model. However, an analytical

reduced-order model of the HM results could similarly be

used that could provide a more physically intuitive frame-

work. For example, axial wavepackets have been used to

represent the turbulent, hydrodynamic, and acoustic jet noise

properties and provide a suitable model to decompose the

HM results.3 Further phased-array work to characterize the

azimuthal variation of the source is expected to provide addi-

tional insights to the source self-coherence as well as the azi-

muthal variation as engine condition and frequency vary.

These efforts will provide better understanding of the source

characteristics of tactical jet noise, thus allowing for

improved models to predict the radiation.
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